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1. Introduction

This article seeks to utilise Bourdieu's conceptual framework published in 1984 to make sense of the educational

decision of so-called ‘loser' students in contemporary  Hong Kong. The last few decades have witnessed a

continuous expansion of education in many  industrial-capitalist societies; y et, it is well documented that a class

gap in educational attainment persists (e.g. Shavit and Blossfeld; Schofer and Mey er; see the collections in Torres

and Antikainen). Many  sociologists are agreed that such persistent class differential in educational attainment

could be understood as a result of class-related distortions in the educational process (Marshall et al.). Indeed, a

number of concepts have been proposed and many  explanations have been advanced to explain the persistence

of such a class gap and illustrate how this takes place (cf. Moore). No one would ever doubt the necessity  of

sociologists' effort to illustrate how children of an advantaged class (usually  labelled as the middle class) are

much better able than their disadvantaged class counterparts (usually  labelled as the working class) at each

branching point - where social selection takes place (usually  in the form of public examinations) to decide who

could stay  on in the education sy stem and who could not after that point - to take advantage of an educational

expansion so that the former would eventually  attain a higher level of education. More specifically , in the case of

Hong Kong, as will be discussed in more detail below, more middle-class students than working-class students

pass two public examinations - the two important branching points - and eventually  get a bachelor's degree.

However, I suggest that attention should also be paid to elucidate how class effects operate for students who fail

at one of those branching points or both, so-called ‘loser' students, so that we could understand why  more

middle-class students than their working-class counterparts, despite failing at prev ious stage(s), could still finally

get a place in university . The term ‘loser' could certainly  be criticized for being derogative; but, in using it here, I

do not have such intention: for the sake of convenience, I use it simply  to refer to students who fail any  necessary

public examination and thus could not move on to the next stage in an education sy stem. 1

What I find particularly  appealing is Bourdieu's framework and his distinction of three main forms of capital,

discussed in his works published in 1984 and 1997 : economic capital, cultural capital, and social capital.

Bourdieu's capital is different from resources meant by  most sociologists (e.g. Treiman and Y ip) in two major

aspects and is thus, in my  v iew, of greater theoretical relevance in understanding processes of social

reproduction in general and the reproduction of educational inequality  in particular. First, the term capital

implies its capacity  to produce profits and to reproduce itself in an identical or expanded form whereas the

concept of resources does not have such an implication. Second, where social reproduction is concerned, the

concept of cultural capital in particular prov ides an analy tical framework to theorise processes mediating

between the family  and school in understanding a child's educational career but the concept of cultural resources

does not. Certainly  we could say  that cultural capital and cultural resources are not so different in that they  both

could be used to refer to one's academic qualification and knowledge about how a sy stem operates. However,

what cultural capital implies is more than that; it should be understood together with Bourdieu's concepts of

habitus and field, in that it refers to modes of thinking, ty pes of disposition, and sets of meanings derived from an

indiv idual's family  and thus upbringing (habitus) and how the indiv idual makes use of such cultural capital in a

given field (such as in an academic setting) so that s/he could ultimately  retain his/her social position.

In the field of an academic setting, the distinction of three states of cultural capital by  Bourdieu further makes

clear how the concept differs from the concept of cultural resources. Bourdieu argues in his piece in 1997  that

cultural capital exists in three states: in the embodied state (in the form of long-lasting dispositions of the mind

and body ); in the objectified state (in the form of cultural goods such as pictures, books, dictionaries, etc); and in

the institutionalised state (a form of objectification which must be set apart because it confers entirely  original

properties on the cultural capital which it is presumed to guarantee) (47 ). The theoretical importance of this

distinction lies in the fact that processes of conversion - concerning the conversion of one state of cultural capital

to another and the conversion of one form of capital to another - are taken seriously . For example, the

institutionalised state of cultural capital could refer to a relatively  advantaged level of qualification in a particular

society ; through imposing social recognition of such a qualification, it could enable its holders to get a higher
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paid job. In other words, its holders could derive profits from the institutionalised state of cultural capital by

converting it into economic capital. Apart from this conversion, the institutionalised state of cultural capital also

makes possible the accumulation of cultural capital in the embodied state. Throughout the process of obtaining a

relatively  high level of qualification, its holders are going through the process of embodiment or incorporation,

in that they  would develop particular long-lasting dispositions towards education. Meanwhile, they  also get

themselves familiarised with the operation of the local education sy stem and also sensitised to any  of its further

development. Such embodiment would predispose them to solicit relevant information from their social

connections for the sake of their children's educational careers. Where collecting relevant information that could

enhance the educational career of their children is concerned, the holders' cultural capital either works directly

in informing them how to evaluate each option, or it works indirectly  in converting itself into their social capital

in enabling them to learn about the availability  of any  (new) options and also to solicit relevant evaluations of

each option. Put simply , its holders could derive benefits from the institutionalised state of cultural capital in the

field of an academic setting by  converting it into its embodied state and, in turn, social capital.

Many  sociologists have made use of Bourdieu's conceptual framework in their works (e.g. Nash; Reay ; Lareau;

Ball), although their Hong Kong counterparts seem lagging behind in this regard. The last few decades have seen

scholars researching into educational inequality  in Hong Kong make efforts to document its trends or patterns.

More specifically , the following finding is established: as is true of many  other industrial-capitalist societies, a

class gap in educational attainment also exists in Hong Kong (e.g. Pong and Post; Tsang; also see Post for an

overv iew and also a more updated depiction of the current situation in Hong Kong). However, not many  of them

seek to elucidate processes underly ing the observed patterns of educational inequality . Y et, even though

Bourdieu's conceptual framework has become more widely  adopted, not many  sociologists apply  it to so-called

‘loser' students who fail at an important branching point. Perhaps this is partly  because such application per se

would imply  a challenge to Bourdieu's conceptual framework in understanding the reproduction of educational

inequality . If Bourdieu's framework is to work, why  would we observe middle-class ‘loser' students in the first

place? It is true that Bourdieu's framework is criticised by  some for being too deterministic in explaining social

reproduction, placing too much emphasis on structure and leav ing not much room for agency  (cf. Jenkins).

Needless to mention, there is not much room in his framework left for middle-class students to fail. But, we should

not forget that what Bourdieu mainly  argues is a tendency  or disposition. Besides, failing at a branching point

does not necessarily  mean an end of the educational career of middle-class students but that needs to be fixed, so

to speak. In this sense, how middle-class students handle the situation of this kind could illustrate further the

operation of Bourdieu's framework. Y et, what Bourdieu has not done is prov ide us with an illustration of such

kind: how do middle-class children, when failing at an important stage, steer themselves back onto the track, so to

speak, and how do they  differ from their working-class counterparts? With a v iew to filling this gap, in this article I

shall utilise Bourdieu's concept of capital to make sense of the educational decision of so-called ‘loser' students

who decide to enrol in community  college in Hong Kong. Given the newness of community  college, as will be

indicated shortly , no research about it has been conducted. So, in addition to filling this theoretical gap, this

article also seeks to contribute to the local literature on educational inequality  by  making a start to research into

community  college education. In what follows, I shall first prov ide information about the background of this

study : a brief description of the education sy stem in contemporary  Hong Kong with a highlight of the emergence

of community  college in 2000 and a discussion of the research design of the study . I shall then move on to

discuss how Bourdieu's concepts could enable us to make sense of how fifty -two community  college students

evaluate different options available and finally  come to decide to opt for doing an associate degree at community

college.

2. Research background

This paper reports data of a qualitative study  of community  college students in contemporary  Hong Kong. As in

the case of many  capitalist-industrial societies, the last few decades have witnessed a coexistence of an

educational expansion and the persistence of a class gap in educational attainment in Hong Kong (e.g. Sweeting).

At present, a basic education - six-y ear primary  education and three-y ear junior secondary  education - is free,

universal, and compulsory ; but, the sy stem has remained rather selective, if not elitist, although it has become

less so the case over the last six  decades. While all people are entitled to a basic education, the number of places

in higher education is limited. Therefore, a class gap is observed at the level of higher education (e.g. Post). Since

1995 the existing education policy  has set the proportion of the relevant age group getting a place for first-y ear

first-degree at a local university  at the level of 16-18% (the website of Education Bureau, Hong Kong). Getting a

place in a local university  is basically  a two-stage story ; students have to surv ive two important branching points

so as to obtain the minimum required results at two public examinations: one is Hong Kong Certificate of

Education Examination (HKCEE), which students take at the end of secondary  form five; the other is Hong Kong

Advanced Level Examination (HKALE), which students take at the end of secondary  form seven. 2 Given the

existing set quota, obtaining the minimum required results does not guarantee students a place in a local

university . In reality , only  about 34-36% of students who take HKCEE could stay  on to continue two more y ears
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of senior secondary  education so as to prepare for HKALE; and then, about 50% of those who take HKALE would

be accepted onto a local university . In evaluating the situation in Hong Kong, especially  concerning a drastic rise

in unemploy ment of the age group of 16-25, despite hav ing no intention to expand university  education, the

Hong Kong government called for prov iding a greater proportion of students of the relevant age group with a

post-secondary  education in 1999. In response, the idea of community  college was brought into Hong Kong in

2000 (Education Commission Report). Since 2000, the sector of post-secondary  education (offering sub-degree

programmes such as associate degree, diploma, and higher diploma programmes) has been expanding very

quickly . Between 2001 and 2009, the number of institutions offering full-time accredited self-financing post-

secondary  programmes is nearly  double, increasing from 11  to 21 , while the number of associate degree

programmes is increased ten-fold from 16 to 161  and that of higher diploma programmes nearly  six-fold from 22

to 128 (the website of Education Bureau, Hong Kong).

Community  college is a new idea to Hong Kong borrowed from the US. In the US, community  college, beginning in

1901, is open to all with a low tuition fee; it serves not only  to transfer students to a four-y ear college after two-

y ear studies there but also to offer courses not for transferral such as remedial or vocational courses or courses

for personal interests and development (the website of American Association of Community  Colleges). In

borrowing this idea from the US, the Hong Kong government meant to find an inexpensive way  of prov iding a

greater proportion of students of the relevant age group with a post-secondary  education: post-secondary

degrees awarded by  community  college were basically  designed to be a final degree. However, in practice,

community  college in Hong Kong differs from its US counterpart in all these aspects. Community  college is not

open to all; rather, certain entry  requirements are commonly  adopted. Doing a programme at community  college

is not cheap at all: its y early  tuition is as much as that for a degree programme, at least HK$40,000, 3 depending

on the programme enrolled and also the policy  of an indiv idual self-financing institution. And, instead of treated

as a final degree, degrees awarded by  community  college are mainly  taken for the purpose of transferral. It is true

that so far there are no sy stematic studies examining the goals of students enrolling in community  colleges. But,

given a number of demonstrations by  community  college students demanding for more places in local

universities reserved for community  college degree holders, and the fact that nearly  all community  college

students are students of the relevant age group, rather than mature students, perhaps it is not an exaggeration to

say  that most students read a sub-degree, an associate degree more precisely , essentially  because they  want to

get transferred to a local university . In fact, community  college has been promoted by  those self-financing

institutions and seen by  most of their students as offering an unconventional route to get into a local university .

In the academic y ear of 2005-2006, I was teaching the course of ‘Introduction to Sociology ' for students reading

an associate degree in a community  college. Given my  research interest in educational inequality  and the

newness of community  college, and because of my  personal contacts with students there, I started a study  on

community  college students near the end of the first semester in that academic y ear. At the end of the first

semester - in mid-December 2005 - I made announcements in my  last lecture and last tutorial in order to recruit

students for this study . And then, I did the same in mid-May  2006, the end of the second semester. Out of ethical

concerns, I called up students who left their contact information after our professional relationships ended in

each semester. Fifty -two students in total were recruited at the two semesters; taped interv iews with them were

conducted respectively  in February  and March 2006 and in June 2006. 4 Of the 52 students, 20 are male and 32

female; their age ranges from 20 to 24, an average being 21 . All students failed at an important branching point:

they  failed one of the two public examinations or both; and, 5 students even re-took HKCEE and 16 HKALE. In the

analy sis, I use CASMIN class scheme (Erikson and Goldthorpe) to classify  students by  their parents'

occupations: 5 17  are from the middle class, a relatively  advantaged class origin, whereas 35 are from the

working class, a relatively  disadvantaged class. More specifically , of 17  middle-class students, 8 are from Class II,

6 from Class IIIa, and 3 from Class IVa. 6 And, of 35 working-class students, 14 are from Class IVb, 2 from Class V,

2 from Class VI, and 17  from Class VII. 7  Most of the interv iews took about an hour and ten minutes, ranging from

forty -five minutes to two hours. All the interv iews were then transcribed and translated to English from

Cantonese, the major local dialect in Hong Kong. For the present purposes, referring to the part of students'

narratives on their considerations in discussing with their parents about each available educational option, I

shall use Bourdieu's concept of capital to make sense of their educational choice analy sing how they  finally  came

to decide to opt for doing an associate degree at community  college.

3. Educational options available in contem porary  Hong Kong before and after the em ergence of

com m unity  college

To reiterate, the initial idea of setting up community  college in Hong Kong was to prov ide a greater number of

students of the relevant age group with a post-secondary  education, as opposed to bridging them to a local

university . But, the fifty -two community  college students of this study , as with many  others in Hong Kong, opted

for doing an associate degree because they  all saw community  college as a springboard to a local university . With

a v iew to understanding why  students take community  college in this way , we should look into what educational
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options are available before and after the emergence of community  college. Before its emergence, students had to

meet the minimum required results at both HKCEE and HKALE. Failing to do it at HKCEE, students were not

qualified to take HKALE; and then, failing to do it at HKALE or not getting high grades at HKALE, students could

not get a place in a local university  and basically  they  had four options: to get a paid job, to do a one-or-two-y ear

higher diploma vocational course, to repeat a y ear of studies and then to re-sit HKALE in the following y ear, or to

study  abroad. The first two options usually  signified an end of a formal educational career, sooner or later:

choosing either of the first two options, students did not aim to receive a university  education but wanted to start

working; the major difference was whether they  wanted to get a paid job immediately  (the first option) or to do

that a y ear or two later after doing a vocational course learning a trade or some practical skills (the second

option). For those who wanted to stay  on in education in the hope that they  would eventually  get into university ,

they  would choose the third or the last option. Whereas study ing abroad was such an expensive option that not

every  one could afford to take, to repeat a y ear of studies was a cheap option open to all students: in choosing to

repeat secondary  form seven at school so as to prepare for HKALE, students just needed to pay  some inexpensive

school fees; at worst, students could enrol as self-study  students preparing for HKALE at home by  themselves.

However, despite its low exclusiv ity , many  students found this option rather frustrating. What made it so

frustrating was subject choice. At HKALE, apart from two compulsory  subjects for all students - Chinese

language 8 and English language - students had to take four subjects from any  of three streams: science stream,

arts stream, and commerce stream. In theory , students were free to choose four subjects in each stream; but, in

practice, some subjects are usually  required in each stream (for example, science students were usually  required

to take phy sics and chemistry ; arts students were usually  required to take either English literature together with

world history  or Chinese literature together with Chinese history ; and, commerce students were mostly  required

to take book-keeping and accounting). This set up left students with only  one or two elective subjects; and

unsurprisingly , most of these elective subjects were still academic-oriented subjects. In short, all students did

not have much subject choice but had to take academic-oriented subjects in order to prepare for HKALE. So, it

was not difficult to understand if students failed to get good grades at HKALE in their first attempt, it was quite

unlikely  that they  would do much better in their second or even third attempt.

Against this background, the emergence of community  college,

and thus the availability  of associate degree programmes, has

changed the situation giv ing students a lot more subject

choices: 9 doing an associate degree at community  college,

students could choose subjects that are not offered at most

secondary  schools 10 such as art subjects (e.g. painting and

visual arts), business subjects (e.g. business studies and

marketing), and social science/humanity  subjects (e.g.

anthropology , cultural studies, philosophy , political sciences,

psy chology , and sociology ). To reiterate, given the initial goal

of setting up community  college, an associate degree is

essentially  treated as a final degree. But, given that community

college also serves to bridge students to university  and because of this difference in subject choices between

community  college and traditional grammar school, many  students see the option of doing an associate degree

programme at community  college as an entirely  different alternative to getting into university . In particular, for

students who do not do well in so-called traditional academic-oriented subjects, they  consider that this option

would allow them to see if they  are simply  academically  incompetent or they  are just not good at traditional

academic-oriented subjects. Nevertheless, generally  speaking, there are two potential concerns when this option

is compared with the option of repeating a y ear of studies. The first is about the academic standing of an associate

degree. The assessments of HKALE are well known and standardised and its academic standards are widely

recognised, by  local or overseas academic institutions or by  local employ ers; in contrast, given its newness, the

assessments and the academic standards of an associate degree remain unknown to every one and have y et

received social recognition. And what concerns community  college students most is whether an associate degree

could really  serve as a springboard, as promised, bridging them to a local university . More specifically , it remains

unclear to them how well they  should perform academically  at community  college so that they  would get

transferred to a local degree programme. Apart from its bridging power, the second potential concern is about

the cost of doing an associate degree. As mentioned at the outset, this option is as expensive as doing a local

degree programme, meaning that although it is much cheaper than study ing abroad, it is still a lot more

expensive than the option of repeating a y ear of studies. Together with the first concern, many  students are

worried that in choosing to do an associate degree, they  may  be spending money  for nothing if in the end they

could not get transferred to a local university . doing an associate degree at community  college, students could

choose subjects that are not offered at most secondary  schools.
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4. Apply ing Bourdieu's capital to contem porary  Hong Kong

To reiterate, the fifty -two community  college students of this study  choose to try  a so-called unconventional

route to get into university . While all the students finally  decided to take up this unconventional option, class

differences were observed in how they  reached this educational decision: middle-class and working-class

students and their parents have rather different concerns in evaluating other options available v is-à-v is the

option of doing an associate degree. With a v iew to making sense of such class differences, let me first make clear

the relevance of Bourdieu's concept of capital.

Perhaps unsurprisingly , the parents of middle-class students in this study  differ from their working-class

counterparts in terms of formal qualification. Most of the middle-class parents attained at least a senior

secondary  level of education in Hong Kong whereas the majority  of the working-class parents did not complete a

secondary  education; many  of them only  finished a primary  education in China. In following Bourdieu's

distinction, the middle-class parents differ from their working-class counterparts in terms of their

institutionalised state of cultural capital. What is of significance concerning this class difference is not simply  the

institutionalised state of cultural capital per se but its conversion to the embodied state of cultural capital and to

economic and social capital. Through imposing social recognition for their local and/or relatively  high level of

formal qualification, the middle-class parents could get a higher-paid professional or managerial or

administrative job and thus convert their cultural capital into economic capital and could use it for their

children's education. In addition, in obtaining a local and/or relatively  high level of qualification, the middle-

class parents have gone through the process of embodiment or incorporation and thus nurtured the embodied

state of their cultural capital, in that they  attach a set of meanings to education, developing particular

dispositions towards education that would be beneficial to the development of their children's educational

careers in the context of contemporary  Hong Kong. Moreover, throughout the process of embodiment, they  also

get themselves familiarised with the operation of the Hong Kong education sy stem and also sensitised to any  of its

recent development. This embodiment of the middle-class parents, then, works either directly  or indirectly  to the

favour of their children where collecting relevant information for the children's education is concerned. First,

such embodiment works indirectly  by  predisposing the middle-class parents to solicit relevant information,

including from their social connections, so that they  learn about the establishment of the first community  college

in the y ear of 2000 and also the relevant judgements about this new educational option. Second, such

embodiment also works directly  by  enabling them to realise that getting into university  through an associate

degree has become an option. Whether parents would use economic and/or social capital for their children's

education depends very  much their dispositions towards education. So, let me first look into class differences in

the embodied state of cultural capital. One way  of doing it is to examine the v iews of the parents of fifty -two

students on education in general and qualifications awarded by  community  college in particular.

4.1 The em bodied state of cultural capital: views on education and an associate degree

When asked about whether their parents attached importance to their education, nearly  all students of this study

gave an affirmative answer: their parents considered that it was important for them to get a bachelor's degree,

and their parents believed that this qualification would lead them to a good job. In fact, the students themselves

also held the same v iew on education. In short, regardless of whether the intrinsic values of education were taken

into account, middle-class or working-class students were aware that they  and their parents were taking

education instrumentally . I am not sure if we could argue that my  finding is culturally  specific to the Chinese: the

Chinese have been taking education instrumentally , regarding it as a desirable channel for social mobility  since

the ancient time (cf. Ho). And I am also not sure if this finding could be seen as context specific to the Chinese in

Hong Kong: the Chinese in Hong Kong have a reputation of focussing a lot on the utilitarian values of education.

But, this finding could perhaps be seen as posing a challenge to a class difference postulated in the existing

literature about parents in the West: it is believed that middle-class parents embrace the intrinsic values of

education whereas working-class parents take education instrumentally , in that the former attach importance to

their children's education because they  treasure the value of education to their children's personal development

and the latter do that because of their instrumental concern about whether a qualification would lead their

children to a good job (cf. Kohn). One could certainly  argue that such instrumental attitudes of the middle-class

students and their parents of this study  towards education are peculiar to Hong Kong v is-à-v is their western

counterparts. However, what is of interest is that of late, middle-class parents in the West are also reported to be

instrumental in taking their children's education (e.g. Ball). So, perhaps, more comparative work is required so as

to see whether Kohn's v iew on class differences in values still makes sense in the West nowaday s and also to

examine how far we could argue that the Chinese are more likely  than their western counterparts to embrace

more instrumental values than intrinsic values of education. Regardless, all students of this study  reported that

their parents were overwhelmed with the instrumental values of education.

Despite taking education instrumentally , the parents of middle-class and working-class students in this study  still

differ in terms of first, how they  see the link between education and their children's future; and second, why  they

consider it important that their children should have a university  degree. The middle-class parents are aware that
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education is widely  taken as a kind of positional good (cf. Hirsch). They  understand that what the future labour

market requires of their children is not merely  a university  degree; they  want their children to have a university

degree not because the intrinsic values of such a qualification will lead their children to a good job, but because

they  are concerned that their children will become disadvantaged in the future if they  do not have a university

degree but their competitors do. In other words, the concern of the middle-class parents is not simply  about their

children's performance, academically  or career-wise, in the immediate future, but about whether their children

will be able to secure a relatively  advantaged level of education so that they  could develop a promising career in

the long run. Put simply , the middle-class parents see their children's education in a life-time perspective, in that

they  want their children to have a university  degree because they  want them to eventually  become financially

independent: to be able to fend for themselves and, better still, to make a career. In short, the awareness of the

middle-class parents concerning the positional nature of education and their disposition or tendency  to see their

children's education in a life-time perspective are both consistent with what is meant by  Bourdieu's embodied

state of cultural capital: such embodiment may  not be intrinsically  good or superior, but it will allow them to give

their children context-relevant adv ice on education and thus put their children at an advantage in social

competition in contemporary  Hong Kong.

This sense of cultural capital is made clearer by  comparing them with the parents of working-class students in this

study . The working-class parents, by  contrast, are rather ignorant about what is required of their children,

including what kind of qualification is required in the future labour market. It is true that they  know that their

children are, or will be, required to have a university  degree if they  want to secure a good job. But, this does not

mean that they  recognise the positional nature of education in social competition. Actually  they  learn about the

link between higher qualification and a good job because their children tell them so. Or else, without knowing

why , some of the working-class parents just repeat what they  have heard casually  from their colleagues that

having a university  degree is getting more and more important in the labour market. Like their middle-class

counterparts, the working-class parents also want their children to have a good qualification and then a good job,

and expect them to become able to support themselves. But, what is of utmost concern to them, unlike their

middle-class counterparts, is not simply  whether their children could become financially  independent, but when

their children could start working so that their children could make financial contributions to them; in fact, the

working-class parents expect their children to support them in their old age. In other words, given their

embodied state of cultural capital, or habitus, while knowing the existence of the link between higher qualification

and a good job, the working-class parents, unlike the middle-class parents, do not recognise the positional nature

of qualification in social competition and are not predisposed to see the relevance of education to their children's

future in a life-time perspective. That is, while recognising the instrumental values of education, they  do not

realise that the significance of a university  degree lies in the competitive edge that it can confer relative to other

qualifications. Furthermore, constrained by  their lack of economic capital, the working-class parents, unlike the

middle-class parents, are concerned for when they  will be able to lighten their financial burden: in addition to

their children's future financial well-being, what is of great concern to them is their very  own financial well-being,

presently  and in the long run. Again, such embodiment is not necessarily  bad or inferior, but it will probably  lead

them to give their children context-irrelevant, if not short-sighted, adv ice on education and thus may  put their

children at a disadvantage in social competition in Hong Kong.

This class difference in embodiment, in turn, leads the middle-

class and working-class parents to have rather different v iews of

qualifications awarded by  community  college. Predictably , in

line with how the parents v iew education in general, they  also

take such qualifications instrumentally , in that their concern is

not about the intrinsic values of an associate degree, but the

bridging power of this degree to a local degree programme. But,

again, a class difference is observed and Bourdieu's cultural

capital could apply  to make sense of the difference. As

mentioned above, the embodied state of cultural capital of the

middle-class parents predisposes them to solicit relevant

information about recent changes in education; this conversion

of cultural capital into social capital makes them notice the establishment of the first community  college and

suggest to their children that the children could probably  take the option of doing an associate degree at

community  college as a plausible new alternative. By  contrast, lacking such cultural capital, let alone its

conversion into social capital, the working-class parents are ignorant of the recent development in the Hong

Kong education sy stem: they  do not know of the emergence of community  college; actually  the working-class

students learn about the availability  of this option from their teachers and friends. Needless to mention, the

working-class parents also do not realise that this option could serve as a new alternative route for getting their

children a place in local university ; instead, it is the working-class students who tell them so. This class difference

in their v iews on an associate degree, in addition to reflecting their different embodied states of cultural capital,



together with the operation of various forms of capital, affects how the middle-class and working-class parents

comment on their children's evaluations on each of the available options in general and also whether they  see this

newly  available alternative as a feasible option.

4.2 Operation of the three form s of capital: feasibility of the newly available option

Given their parents' v iew on education in general and on an associate degree in particular, how did students of

this study  weigh up each option available and finally  come to decide to opt for doing an associate degree at

community  college? Given the research design, all the students of this study , by  definition, did not want to end

their educational careers and start working; rather, all of them still wanted to get into university , preferably  a

local one. All believed that nowaday s a bachelor's degree was a must for securing a job, not necessarily  a well-

paid one. Given their belief, they  did not see doing a vocational course to get a higher diploma as an option

because courses of this kind would prov ide them with some practical skills but were unlikely  to lead them to

university , as many  students made clear their rationale: ‘If I want to get a qualification quick and learn some

practical skills, I would have chosen to do a higher diploma in a vocational institution and I wouldn't have come

here to do an associate degree.' Whether their belief - that a degree is absolutely  necessary  for guaranteeing a job

- is a my th is bey ond the scope of this article; but such a v iew is consistent with the mainstream idea on the

instrumental values of a university  education in present-day  Hong Kong. So, when asked about their

considerations in deciding to opt for doing an associate degree at community  college, all the students shared with

me how they  weighed up each of the following four options: to start working, to study  abroad, to repeat a y ear of

studies and to re-sit HKALE, and to do an associate degree at community  college. Perhaps unsurprisingly , a

number of class differences are observed.

The first class difference is about how students of this study  and their parents take the option of starting to work.

Some working-class students mentioned that their parents had asked them to consider this option, but no middle-

class students or parents saw it as an option at all. Economic capital is certainly  of relevance in making sense of

this class difference. As mentioned above, what was of utmost concern to most of the working-class parents was

when their children could give them financial support; but their children's future financial contribution was not of

concern to the middle-class parents. Given their economic constraint and their need for getting their children's

immediate financial contributions, when their children failed HKALE, it seemed absolutely  natural that the

working-class parents asked the children to consider getting a job and thus starting to work. Y et, the embodied

state of cultural capital or habitus and its conversion to social capital also have different parts to play . Given their

habitus (seeing the link between their children's education and future financial support to them and thus their

own future financial well-being) and their lack of social capital (their ignorance about the emergence of

community  college and the possibility  of using it as an alternative route to get into university ), it was simply

inconceivable or unthinkable to most working-class parents that they  could come up with a new educational

option that could allow their children to obtain a university  degree. In stark contrast, given their habitus (putting

their children's education in a life-time perspective) and social capital converted from their embodied state of

cultural capital (their awareness of the emergence of community  college and the potential bridging power of an

associate degree), the middle-class parents were overwhelmed with a concern about how to keep their children in

education when the children failed to do that through a traditional route; and it seemed natural to the middle-

class parents to take the newly  available alternative as a new educational option for their children. In a way , we

could also say  that a sense of entitlement (to a university  degree) was subtly  convey ed by  how they  expressed

their concern about keeping their children in education: the issue is not whether their children should get a

university  degree but how  they  do it when they  fail to do it through the so-called traditional route (cf. Lareau). In

brief, it was unthinkable to the middle-class parents that their children should end their educational career at this

stage, but the option of starting to work came rather naturally  to the working-class parents.

The second class difference is about how students of this study  and their parents see the option of study ing

abroad. Most middle-class students had considered this option and saw it as their plan B, but all working-class

students simply  did not see it as an option at all. Given the cost of this option, perhaps it was not difficult to

understand that their parents' economic constraint was such a great concern to the working-class students that

they  had never considered it. Nevertheless, class difference in economic capital is not the entire story . Habitus,

again, play s a part in enabling us to make sense of why  the working-class students, when failing HKALE, and their

parents consider study ing abroad as an unthinkable option but the middle-class students and their parents see it

as a natural alternative. In their immediate social circles, none of the relatives or family  members of the working-

class students have ever done a degree or studied abroad; the students are usually  the first in their families or

even their clan groups who could get this far and many  see themselves as the only  hope of their family  to become

the first member getting into university . All working-class students did not mention the option of study ing

abroad until I asked them. This does not mean that the working-class students are unaware of this option; rather,

they  are just very  clear that their parents could not afford for them to take this option. And therefore, even when

asked about this option, the working-class students usually  replied with a surprising tone as if I should not have

asked such question for I should have known their answers, as expressed by  Henry : 11
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Have you ever considered going abroad?

Of course not. Are you kidding me? It is simply impossible. How could my parents afford to support me studying

abroad? (Henry, working class)

By  contrast, without being probed the middle-class students initiated to discuss this option with me, meaning that

this option was already  on their agenda. Some of the middle-class students told me that at the moment some of

their elder siblings were reading a degree overseas. In a sense, as with their siblings, as well as other relatives,

these middle-class students found study ing abroad a very  natural option, in that they  even did not think about

the very  feasibility  of the option: feasibility  was not an issue because they  know for sure that their parents could

afford to send them abroad. What was at issue was when their parents would do that. In truth, some middle-class

students did not choose this option for financial reasons but for family  reasons. As Brenda explained, her elder

sister was presently  doing a degree in the US, so her parents wanted her to do a degree in a local university ; failing

that, her parents still wanted her to be around this y ear and to study  abroad later on.

Actually I could have studied abroad this year. ... But my elder sister is already in the US. And my mother does

not want both of us to be away home at the same time; she does not like that empty feeling without her children

around. ... So, will see if I can do well at community college this year; if so, my mother prefers that I get

transferred into a local university next year. ... Otherwise, I may go abroad later on. (Brenda, middle class)

In brief, some middle-class students took the option of study ing abroad as a standby  plan B. And this class

difference is closely  related to the third observed class difference: how students of this study  and their parents

evaluate the option of repeating a y ear of studies and retaking HKALE. In evaluating this option v is-à-v is the

option of doing an associate degree at community  college, the middle-class students basically  do not take

account of their parents' finances but the working-class students alway s do. 12 Without economic constraint, the

middle-class students are not concerned about family  finances in considering the option of repeating; rather, in

discussing this option with their parents, they  are reminded that they  should be concerned only  about subject

choices: if choosing this option, they  have to take the same academic subjects that they  failed before; and

therefore their concern is whether making an effort to repeat the same studies to prepare for HKALE for another

y ear would be really  worth the time and effort. Simply  put, the fact that repeating a y ear of studies is a rather

inexpensive option is not the point in the middle-class students' discussion with their parents. By  contrast,

because of their economic constraint, in weighing up this option v is-à-v is other options, in addition to gauging its

likelihood of success, the working-class students all have to take account of their parents' finances. Indeed, many

of them are questioned by  their parents why  they  do not take this inexpensive option; Harry 's case is just an

example:

My parents asked me why I didn't repeat a year of studies. And they said that they couldn't understand why I

didn't choose a much cheaper option. It would have been much cheaper for them if I had repeated: they only

pay a few hundred dollars a month for my school fees. But now they have to pay more than forty thousand a

year! (Harry, working class)

Given the newness of the option of doing an associate degree at community  college, thus far it has remained

unclear whether this qualification will be recognised by  local employ ers and how it will be considered by  local

universities as well as overseas tertiary  institutions. Therefore, regardless of its cost, its newness somehow makes

this option a risky  one; this concern recurs in every  interv iew and here are two examples: 

Sometimes I feel that we are like guinea pigs; we are the very first batches of community college students. The

idea and/or set up of community college is so new to Hong Kong; thus far no one is sure of its equivalent

qualification  higher than secondary form five or seven or what? Who knows how an employer would rate our

qualification? ... And no one is sure whether an associate degree could really bridge us to a local university. ...

Somehow I feel I am taking a risky path for myself and I don't know if I have made a right decision. (Ivan,

working class)

Well, I think we are like guinea pigs for we are trying an unconventional option. An unconventional option is by

definition new, meaning that no one has ever tried it before. ... So, for sure, risk is involved.... But, I think, it is a

transitional stage; when it becomes clear to where an associate degree could lead the first batch of community

college graduates, people will have a better idea of its bridging power and thus recognise its qualification.

(Calvin, middle class)

In short, a measure of uncertainty  is involved in taking the option of doing an associate degree. It is true that all

students of this study  are anxious about it and therefore find this option rather risky . But, given the cost of this

option and the fact that the working-class students have greater economic constraint, they  talk in more detail

about ‘risk' and ‘uncertainty ' involved in choosing this option than their middle-class counterparts. Although it is

basically  their parents that pay  the tuition fees for all the students, part of what the working-class students meant

by  ‘risk' actually  involves whether they  would in the end waste their parents' money . Many  of them mention that
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In short, a measure of
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in taking the option of

doing an associate

degree. It is true that all

students of this study

are anxious about it and

therefore find this

option rather risky...

they  are under great financial pressure not to fail their parents because the tuition fees really  cost their parents a

fortune and their parents are genuinely  concerned about what they  would get in return for such a huge amount of

money . According to many  working-class students, their parents, given their habitus (their v iew on education)

and their lack of social capital (their ignorance of the recent changes in education), criticised them for taking a

gamble on their parents' money  as well as the students' very  future at community  college. In contrast, none of

their parents compared the middle-class students' attempt to a gamble; rather, most of the middle-class parents

were concerned whether their children were wasting their time in figuring out their career aspirations. As in the

case of Larry , he failed HKCEE three times, took a one-y ear post-secondary  programme, and then enrolled in a

pre-associate degree programme before getting into an associate degree programme. His parents were not

concerned about giv ing him financial support; rather, they  were worried that Larry  was just wasting his time - all

these programmes would lead him to nowhere if he himself could not figure out what he really  wanted to do.

Taking together with how the middle-class students take the option of study ing abroad, we could say  that the

middle-class students do not see the option of doing an associate degree as risky  as do the working-class students

because many  middle-class students actually  have a safety -net: even if they  do not do well at community  college

and fail to get transferred to a local university , they  know that study ing abroad is alway s a v iable option standing

by . Given the v iability  of this standby  option, it is no wonder that many  middle-class students feel much less

anxious about the measure of uncertainty  involved in doing an associate degree. In stark contrast, to reiterate,

study ing abroad is simply  not an option to the working-class students. Doing an associate degree is basically  their

last attempt to get into university ; failing that, they  would very  likely  end their educational career and thus their

dream of pursuing a university  education. Lacking such a safety -net, the working-class, understandably , express

more v iv idly  their risky  feeling about study ing at community  college.

What is also of relevance here is the distinction made by  Ball

(100) between hot and cold knowledge and its relation to

educational choice. Ball's assertion that information is a key

dy namic in the operation of education sy stems is consistent

with the recognition of the importance of social capital.

However, what Ball wants to argue further is the effect of the

source of information on the quality  of information (cf. Ball et

al.). While formal information prov ided by  the government,

schools, colleges, and universities is seen as cold knowledge,

informal information that circulates through one's social

networks is called hot knowledge. It is true that both hot and cold knowledge informs its receivers of some plain

information. But, unlike cold knowledge, in addition to plain information, hot knowledge prov ides its receivers

with evaluations and judgements and thus would probably  help them to make better educational choices. As is

discussed above, their parents do not simply  inform the middle-class students about the availability  of this new

option but do the analy sis with them in order to enable them to make this educational choice; but, in the cases of

the working-class students, their parents could neither prov ide them with relevant and/or updated information,

nor could they  do the analy sis with them; actually  it is their teachers and friends who inform the working-class

students about the availability  of the new option. In this sense, according to Ball, the middle-class students of this

study  are priv ileged v is-à-v is the working-class students, because in making this educational choice the working-

class students only  receive cold knowledge from some formal sources whereas the middle-class students receive

hot knowledge directly  from their well-informed parents who prov ide them with quality  analy sis. While

convincing, I am not so sure of the relevance of Balls' argument to this study . It is true that given their ignorance,

the parents of the working-class students could not prov ide their children with relevant adv ice on which option

that the children should take when making another attempt to get into university . It is also true that compared

with the working-class parents, the parents of the middle-class students give their children advice of more

relevance. Nevertheless, given the newness of the option, it is still too early  to comment if opting for doing an

associate degree at community  college is necessarily  a better educational choice.

5. Concluding rem arks

It is well documented that middle-class and working-class parents differ greatly  in their ability  to enable their

children to obtain a relatively  high level of education. This observation leads many  sociologists to replace

meritocracy  with ‘parentocracy ' as ideology  to describe the existing education sy stem: when education is taken

instrumentally , the educational success of students is essentially  determined by  the wealth and power of their

parents instead of by  the ability  and effort of the students (cf. Brown). What has not been adequately  discussed is

how such class effects operate in promoting the educational success of so-called ‘loser' students who fail at an

important branching point. In this article, I seek to highlight class differences in how students of this ty pe steer

themselves back onto track, so to speak, and to discuss how to make sense of the class differences. More

specifically , I seek to utilise Bourdieu's concept of capital to analy se class differences underly ing how fifty -two

students who fail the necessary  examination(s) finally  come to decide to opt for a newly  available educational



option in Hong Kong, the option of doing an associate degree at community  college.

In sum, given the availability  of their capital, of each form, the parents of the middle-class students are informed

about the emergence of community  college, recognise the potential instrumental values of an associate degree in

bridging their children into a degree programme, and prov ide their children with necessary  financial support to

go for this new option. In short, they  serve as a major source of information for their children: they  suggest to

their children that the children could consider taking up this option. Besides, they  also prov ide their children

with a safety -net in that they  are prepared to opt for sending their children to study  abroad in case their children

in the end fail to get bridged to a local degree programme. By  contrast, given a lack of all forms of their capital,

the parents of the working-class students do not know of the fact that community  college has come into existence,

are ignorant about the potential bridging function of an associate degree, and wonder why  their children do not

opt for an inexpensive alternative in making another attempt to get into university  (i.e. repeating a y ear of

studies and retaking HKALE). In brief, they  see the newly  available option of doing an associate degree at

community  college as very  risky ; they  comment that by  choosing this option their children are taking a gamble

on their future. It is them whom their children have to convince that this new option is worth taking. Given its

newness, it is as y et too early  to decide whether taking up this option is a wise educational choice. As all students

comment, it is a risky  option. However, even if it is not a wise choice, what this article shows is that their parents'

use of capital, of various forms, to enable the students to reach this educational decision still puts the middle-

class children in an advantaged position v is-à-v is the working-class children: choosing this newly  available

educational option, the working-class children are making their last attempt to pursue a bachelor's degree and

failing this attempt will definitely  lead to an end of their educational career and thus their pursuit, but the middle-

class children are enjoy ing an extra opportunity  to make another attempt and failing this attempt will just lead

them to go for their plan B.

1  It is an interesting empirical question to examine how students who fail the necessary  examinations see

themselves and whether they  indeed see themselves as losers. Many  students of this study  called themselves

‘losers' during interv iews. For the present purposes, this observation and its implications will not be discussed in

this article.

2  In 2012, the education sy stem will be changed from seven y ears of secondary  education and three y ears of

university  education to six  y ears of secondary  education and four y ears of university  education; so, the two

public examinations - HKCEE and HKALE - will be remade into one called Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary

Education taken at the end of secondary  form six .

3 The exchange rate is US$1=HK$7 .8. Since 1997 , a y early  tuition of a University  Grants Committee funded

degree programme has been set at about HK$42,000 (University  Grants Committee 2002, the website of

Education Bureau, Hong Kong). Despite its variation, the tuition fee of doing a sub-degree programme in a

community  college is more than this amount. For example, the y early  tuition of an associate degree programme

run by  Community  College, the School of Professional And Continuing Education, University  of Hong Kong, is

about HK$45,000. But the Community  College at Ling Nan University  announced that its y early  tuition would be

increased from HK$7 0,000 to HK$80,000 in 2007  (Mingpao 8 Dec 2006).

4  I left the community  college for Japan in June 2006. But I have been in touch with colleagues there and also

graduated students. In fact, I conducted follow-up interv iews with most of the students between August and

November 2010.

5  Using CASMIN class scheme in this article, I do not mean that the class structure in Hong Kong is the same as

those in other industrial-capitalist societies. However, the broad distinction between the middle class (people

having professional, managerial, or administrative jobs) and the working class (people hav ing unskilled manual

jobs) of the class scheme could enable us to distinguish between those in a relatively  advantaged position and

those in a relatively  disadvantaged position in Hong Kong.

6  Class II refers to students whose parents are lower-grade professionals, administrators, and officials, or

managers in small industrial establishments, or superv isors of non-manual employ ees. Class IIIa refers to

students whose parents are routine non-manual employ ees of a higher grade (administration and commerce).

Class IVa refers to students whose parents are small proprietors with fewer than twenty -five employ ees.

7  Class IVb refers to students whose parents are self-employ ed; in this study , most of them are self-employ ed

taxi-drivers, mini-bus drivers, or artisans. Class V refers to students whose parents are lower-grade technicians

or superv isors of manual workers. Class VI and Class VII refers to students whose parents are skilled manual

workers and semi-skilled or un-skilled manual workers respectively .
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8  Chinese language did not become a compulsory  subject for HKALE until the mid-1990s.

9  At present, students who fail HKCEE or fail to get a place in secondary  form six  could apply  to do a pre-

associate degree at community  college, which would then lead them to an associate degree. In this sense, because

of the emergence of community  college, students now have one more route to get into university , in that they

could get into a local university  without taking HKALE.

10  In Hong Kong, whereas few secondary  schools are vocational schools, the great majority  of secondary

schools are grammar schools offering academic subjects, in that most secondary  schools seek to prepare students

for HKALE.

11  All names are fictitious in the article.

12  What is also of relevance to this point is my  general categorisation of community  college students. I suspect

that there are three general groups of students: one is single-minded and devoted students who desperately  want

to get transferred to a university ; one is care-free students spending much time socialising who basically  see

study ing at community  college as an escape from getting a paid job; and one is sort of withdrawn students

skipping most classes who are forced by  their parents to study  at community  college. I am not sure how accurate

is my  categorisation of community  college students; but many  respondents' observation somehow confirms my

suspicion. By  research design, I probably  include mainly  the first group of students and do not recruit any

students from the third group. Therefore, I may  have underestimated class effects where economic constraint is

concerned.
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